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FRATELLI PROJECT

INAUGURATION OF THE NEW COMMUNITY IN COLOMBIA

On 19 September the Fratelli community began in Maicao,
Colombia, a town near the Venezuelan border. The two founding members are Brothers Nestor Raul Polanía González, FSC

(Colombia) and Miguel Angel Santos Villarreal, FMS (Mexico).
The Fratelli Project was initiated in 2016 by the Congregations of the Brothers of the Christian Schools (de la Salle) and

general administration
■ Brothers Luis Carlos, Vicar General, and Gregorio Linacero, the Project Manager of the Strategic Plan of the General
Administration, have been participating all week long in the
activities of the course for Marist leaders in Porto Alegre. General Councilors Ben, Josep Maria and Ken gave a lecture on
Wednesday. Brother Ernesto, Superior General, will participate
in the concluding session on Friday.
■ Brothers Sylvain and Óscar, General Councillors links
with the América Sur Region, are continuing their visit to the
communities of the Cruz del Sur Province in Argentina.
■ Brothers Ken and João Carlos, General Councillors links
with the Arco Norte Region, are continuing their visit to the
Province of México Occidental.
■ During this week, Andrea Rossi, Director of FMSI is visiting
the Blue Marists in Syria.
■ On Monday, the three third age groups that were in Rome,

➔

traveled to experience the Marist places in France for two
weeks.
■ On Monday and Tuesday, the team from the Secretariat
of Education and Evangelization, with Br Carlos Alberto as
director, worked on organizing the meeting of the Network of
schools to be held in November in Mexico.
■ At the beginning of the week, Brother Valdícer, director
of the CMI Department visited the Brothers of the new Fratelli
community in Maicao, Colombia.
■ On Wednesday, via zoom, the meeting of the International
Mission Commission was held.
■ The directors of the Secretariat of Education and Evangelization, Brothers Carlos Alberto and Mark, together with their
team, will participate online, from Thursday to Saturday, in the
seminar on the Global Compact on Education, organized by
the USG and UISG.
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the Marist Brothers to address emerging and urgent needs
of the most vulnerable, at-risk children and young people. It
mainly serves migrant children displaced by war. The communities involved in the project are inter-congregational and
intercultural.

In Lebanon, the project is based in Rmeileh, Sidon, and the
community is composed of 4 Brothers (2 Marist and 2 La
Salle).
We reproduce below the words of the members of the new
community of the Fratelli Project, Brothers Mike and Nestor.

The Fratelli community in Maicao, a small town in the north of
Colombia and next to the border with Venezuela, was born on
19 September 2022. At 16:07 hours, to be exact. We began
our time together as a community with a fraternal hug full of
hope, at the front door of the house.
Over the last few months, a support team made up of lay and
religious Lasallians and Colombian Marists took on the task of
locating the site of the community; they also made the necessary
arrangements to formalise the leasing of the house and attend to
the repairs, improvements, cleaning and painting of the premises.
Thanks to work done by the Marist Province of Norandina prior
to our arrival and the support of the staff of the province and
their solidarity network “Hearts that know no Bounds”, Brothers Nestor and Mike were able to take their first steps as a
community.

Thanks also to the generosity of the Lasallian Province of
Colombia and the Marist Province of Norandina, we have been
able to acquire the furniture we need for our home and work,
connections to wifi, and resources for food and transport.
This week we have been focusing a lot on the community. Next
week will see the start of our conversations, reflections and serious discussions within and outside the community. The time
has come to listen and to allow the needs of migrant groups in
this region to speak to us.
Along with growing in a brotherly and compassionate spirituality
and a deep and inclusive community life, we are also faced
with the challenge of making the Project’s dream come true: as
a community attend to the needs of Venezuelan migrant children and young people who have settled in the region known
as Paraguachón, in the department of Guajira, in Colombia.

SRI LANKA

NINE NOVICES MADE THEIR FIRST PROFESSION

N

ine brothers professed their first vows on October 7th at
the International Novitiate in Tudella, Sri Lanka. Brother
Canisio J. Willrich, leader of the Marist District of Asia,
received the vows in the name of Br. Ernesto Sánchez, Superior
General. For this important moment in their life, the new Brothers have been inspired by the words of Mary, at the Annunciation: “Let it done to me according to your word” (Lk 1:38).
The new Brothers are: Clementino Xavier, Dionisio Madeira
Martins, Filonemo Mendonca, Julio Brites, Juvencio Nia Hanjam
and Salvador Baptista Ferreira (Timor Leste); Nguyen Van Lý
and Tran Van Thành (Vietnam); and Topu Mondol fms (Bangladesh).
The celebration was presided by Fr Prasanna Rodrigo, O.M.I.
accompanied by Fr Joseph Chaminda T.O.R. Also present were
Br Peter Carrol, Provincial of the Australia, Br Nicholas Fernando, Provincial of the South Asia, Br Lindley Sionosa, Secretariat
Brothers Today, Br Greg McDonald, formator in East Timor and
other Brothers, Lay Marists and friends.
Speaking to the participants in the celebration, Br Francisco
“Paco” Garcia, master of the Marist International Novitiate in
Tudella, underlined the perseverance of each one as they faced
many challenges in these last two years, completing a novitiate
in the context of the pandemic. Growing in the capacity to look
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beyond, he invited them to keep alive in their life the passion
that can touch the hearts of others.
At the end, on behalf of the group of new Brothers, Br Topu
Mondol expressed a cordial thanks to everyone who accompanied them and helped them in their journey, starting from their
“first formators”, their parents. Br Nguyen Van Ly did the same
in Vietnamese and Br Dionisio Madeira Martins in Tetun.
The brother’s community want to thank all those, around the
world, who joined to the celebration through livestream transmission on Facebook and sent messages and assured them
with their unity and prayer.
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GENERAL HOUSE

MARIST INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY NETWORK
AND WORKING GROUPS

P

ope Francis, in his
encyclical Fratelli Tutti
(126), exhorts us to
establish a new type of
relating to one another that
flows from a consciousness
of belonging to the one
human race: relationships
between individuals, but
above all relationships that
lead to dialogue and understanding between groups and
between nations. In short, it
is an invitation to think more
broadly “about the ethics of
international relations”.
“Building networks of respect and brotherhood” (LS 201)
The Marist Institute already has a long tradition of working
in networks, of seeking the common good together, of
living universal brotherhood. Brother Ernesto, our Superior
General, for example, endorses the Pope’s idea of building community networks as a means that is greater than
“just the sum of individual good works” (Circular “Homes
of Light“). In recent years, we have seen our congregation
take decisive steps in the creation of networks that bring us
closer together, that enrich us, that give us a more brotherly
mindset. Marists in the 21st century recognised the value
in such collaborating with other bodies, whether within the
Church or in civil society.
Along the same lines, we in the Solidarity Secretariat are
working to make networking a growing reality. These networks
should help us build a closer relationship among Marists all
over the world, facilitate our work, lead to the sharing of best
practices as well as personal and group improvement. The richness and breadth of the internationality of the Marist Institute
are big pluses for us in this endeavour.
Marist International Solidarity Network
Over recent weeks, the Marist International Solidarity Network
(RMSI) has continued to take shape. Several meetings have
taken place with the aim of bringing us closer, getting to know
one another, enriching us and helping each other.

In the second week of September, the RMSI Executive Committee met to evaluate the latest initiatives taken and also to look
to the future with hope, planning the next steps for the growth
of this network. One of the main objectives is focused on the
establishment, evolution and involvement of the 5 Working
Groups created during the last assembly held in February.
The working groups of Ecology, Education in Solidarity, Social
Works, Child Rights and NGOs/Foundations have had various
meetings in which they have begun to define their priorities for
the coming years and the best ways to help each other and
journey together as Marists of Champagnat.
This is how we are taking up the suggestion made to all
Marists, “(to build) Marist mission networks … which favour
innovation and the renewal of our education and evangelization.
(Message of the XXII Genral Chapter).
As Marists of Champagnat we embrace the idea and invitation
of Pope Francis to build a better world based on positive, constructive and fraternal relationships between all human groups.
This is a clear and decisive invitation to “build networks of
respect and brotherhood” (LS 201). A richness and a challenge
for our world, for the Church and for the Marist Institute.
Br. Angel Diego García Otaola
Director of the Secretariat of Solidarity
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MÉXICO OCIDENTAL

IS THERE ANY HOPE FOR HAITÍ?

O

ur Marist works in Haiti are
safe and have not been
affected. …. Pray to Our
Lady of Hope for a bright future
for Haiti”, requested Br Sergio
de Jesús Cáceres Vera, from the
Province of México Occidental,
in view of the serious social, political and economic crisis that the
country has been experiencing in
recent months.
Since 1985, when the Marist
Brothers established their presence in Haiti, the Little Brothers
of Mary have had to face many
challenges in the country, such
as natural disasters, protests and other unrest. It all began 37
years ago when the Brothers from Canada arrived in Haiti on
15 September 1985. Then, in 2009, the Province of Mexico
Occidental took responsibility for the pastoral support of the
Brothers and for the Marist mission in Haiti.
At present, there are 30 Brothers (10 perpetually professed and
24 in temporary vows) and around 90 lay Marists. We have 3
formation houses (21 Brothers in the scholasticate, 9 novices

In recent months, Haiti has been experiencing a social, political and economic
crisis that cannot go on. Insecurity and
kidnappings have made the population
afraid to venture out into the streets,
criminal gangs control road movements,
while the lack of basic necessities has
plunged the majority of the population
into extreme poverty. In recent weeks,
rising fuel prices have filled the streets
with protesters desperate for food, water
and fuel to survive.
This situation has forced schools to be
unable to start classes to this day, and
we don’t think it will be possible to start
in October. A Salesian missionary from
Port-au-Prince writes, “The population is
being driven to steal to eat. Everything is
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and 6 second year postulants) and 3 schools with 1,300 students. The Marist communities are located in Jérémie, Damme
Marie and Latibolière. See more details.
This month, the Mexican brothers in Haiti expressed their
concern about the dire situation prevailing in this Caribbean
country in an article that they published (Revista Voces) entitled
“Is there any hope for Haití?”, written by Br. Sergio de Jesús
Cáceres Vera. This is reproduced below:

shut down. We are surrounded by violence and there is no water, no fuel, no food
and our means of communication have
been reduced due to the lack of electricity. The situation is unsustainable and
living in Haiti has become impossible”.
Barricades in the streets, demonstrations, looting of banks and shops…
Nothing is spared in the violence and
chaos that reigns in the country: neither
public nor private companies, nor international organisations, nor even religious
congregations and churches.
The population on the streets is calling
for the resignation of Prime Minister
Ariel Henry for wanting to triple the price
of fuel by withdrawing the government

subsidy, remembering that this Prime
Minister took the reins of the country
after the assassination in July 2021 of
the then President Jovenel Moïse.
For the time being all our Marist works
in Haiti are safe and unaffected. Like
Marcellin, every day we sing the “Salve
Regina” to entrust the situation of our
country and our own safety into the
hands of Mary and her divine Son.
Pray to Our Lady of Hope for a bright
future for Haiti.
Br. Sergio de Jesús Cáceres
Review Voces
Province México Occidental
October 2022
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A PROPHETIC SERVANT LEADERSHIP

FORMATION PROGRAMME FOR MARIST LEADERS

T

he global leadership
training programme
organised by the
General Administration
and the Pontifical Catholic
University of Rio Grande do
Sul began its second week
of work and activities last
Monday. The programme
which started online on 13
May is now in its in-person
phase due to finish on 14 October.
The course content is closely related to what is contained in
the book MARIST VOICES. This book has articles written by 22
brothers reflecting on various aspects of Marist leadership.
In-person phase in Porto Alegre
In the first week the 62 participants had the opportunity to share experiences from their own lives concerning the characteristics of Marist leadership: servant, prophetic and professional.
In addition, they were able to learn more about methods for a
more professional approach to growing as Marist leaders. They
also had the opportunity to be exposed to some innovative and
enterprising examples of ministry to learn from.
In the second and final week, the participants, coming from 19
countries of America, Europe and Africa, will meet with ministry
leaders from our schools and social centres. It will provide a
good opportunity to reflect on how principles can be applied
in Marist ministry. There will also be time for dialogue on the
influence of our charism on leadership in the Marist Institute.
The 12th October, feast of Our Lady of Aparecida, patroness
of Brazil, will be a day to contemplate Mary, her way of being
servant, her presence and her inspiration of all Marist leaders.
Besides the components of knowledge and exchange of practices, the course includes a celebratory dimension, times for relaxing together, and moments of spirituality prepared with great
care by the University Pastoral group of the PUCRS and Br
Teófilo Minga. Each day also has an initial moment for prayer
and an introduction with focus questions for the day ahead.
The training programme will conclude on Friday 14 in the afternoon in the presence of Br Ernesto Sanchez, Superior General.
We would like to express our gratitude to many people from the

General Administration and the Pontifical Catholic University of
Rio Grande do Sul for their efforts to ensure the high quality of
this training programme. Our thanks as well to the professors for
their input and for facilitating conversations among the leaders.
Likewise, we want to acknowledge the constructive and
brotherly attitude of the leaders taking part. The chance to be
exposed to our cultural diversity and to share experiences has
been very enriching for all.
Participants
In the present leadership course, there are 61 participants
from 19 countries in Europe (Italy, France, Spain and Portugal),
America (Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Colombia,
Ecuador, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay
and Brazil) and Africa (Angola and Mozambique). There are
17 Brothers and 44 lay men and women, from thirteen Marist
Provinces spread across the world. The participants represent
the many areas of Marist ministry and institutional services
(universities, schools, social works, youth and/or school ministry, managers, administrators, HR personnel, accountants,
auditors, province and sector councillors…).
Three Brothers from the General Administration and many
people from the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do
Sul were involved in organising the course.
See the links below for further information
• Launch of the programme (27 March)
• Start of the online phase (13 May)
• Information pamphlet (PDF) Español | Português
• Publication of “Marist Voices: Essays on Prophetic and
Servant Leadership”
• Start of the in presential phase
• Photos om FaceBook
12 I OCTOBER I 2022
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SOUTH AMERICAN

A MEETING OF VOCATION MINISTRY
REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE REGION

A

fter almost two years of online events, the Vocation
Ministry Team of the South American Region brought
together those working in vocation ministry from 26 to
30 September in Santiago, Chile.
The objective of the meeting was to identify intuitions, criteria,
convictions and needs that are important for vocation animation
at the regional level. The meeting celebrated the Year of Marist
Vocations, inspired by the theme “Caring for and generating
Marist life”, which is being taken up by all the Provinces of the
Institute.
The meeting was an opportunity for the Provinces of the South
American Region to develop greater synergy as they reflect on,
strengthen, and enrich their processes and plans for vocations.
The programme of the meeting followed the same logic as the
theme of the Year of Marist Vocations and for each day there
was a focus and a key word: care for the vocations promoter,
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care for young people, the initial formation plan of the South
American Region, the voice of the formators relating their formation processes to vocation ministry, and work around drafting a short document that sums up the thrust of the meeting
and points the way forward for vocations ministry in the South
American Region.
The meeting was coordinated by Brothers Angel Medina,
director of the Secretariat Brothers Today, and Marcio Costa, of
the Province of Brazil Centro-Norte; Magali (a lay woman) and
Br. Gadiel from the Province of Santa Maria de los Andes. In all,
16 brothers participated, as well as 4 laymen and 2 laywomen,
coming from the 5 Provinces of the South American Region.
The coordinators stressed that the meeting could significantly
contribute to the development of vocation ministry at the regional level, especially by strengthening Province vocation ministry
plans, as well as organizing common approaches throughout
the region.
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COLOMBIA: 125TH-ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
OF THE FOUNDING OF COLEGIO SAN LUIS
GONZAGA, IN CALI.

GENERAL HOUSE. MEETING OF THE THREE
GROUPS PARTICIPATING IN THE ONGOING
THIRD AGE FORMATION

ROMANIA: MEETING OF THE PROVINCIAL
COUNCIL OF IBÉRICA

MEXICO: BROTHERS JOÃO CARLOS DO PRADO
AND KEN MCDONALD VISIT THE PROVINCE OF
WESTERN MEXICO, MONTERREY.

SPAIN: MEETING OF THE COORDINATORS OF THE
MARCELLIN CHAMPAGNAT FOUNDATION AT CASTILLO
DE MAIMÓN FOR THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR.

PHILIPPINES: PROVINCIAL COUNCIL OF EAST ASIA

VENEZUELA

MEETING OF THE MARIST ANIMATION TEAMS

T

he members of the Marist Animation Teams of Venezuela,
from Norandina province, met from September 22 to 26,
at the Marist Formation House, in Miranda, to carry out
the action schedule for the 2022-2023 academic year and to
prepare the celebration of the centenary of the Marist presence
in the country, in 2025.
Received and motivated by the Brother Provincial, Orlando
Escobar, 29 members of the Evangelization, Education, Solidarity, Vocation Ministry, Marist Laity, Spirituality and Economic
Affairs Teams had the opportunity to meet – after two years of
pandemic and economic difficulties.
Brother José Miguel Caballero, delegated councillor, invited the
participants to “listen to the cries of the Venezuelan reality”, which
challenge Marist life and mission; from the experience, the life
stories and the voices of those people that God puts in our way.
Likewise, Br. Diego Zawadzky, mission counselor, proposed a
technique for the study of a selection of five documents published by the International Commission of the Marist Mission,
to identify the key ideas that challenge the Marist presence in
Venezuela.

Each of the seven national Teams from the Venezuela sector
met to prepare their Annual Operational Plan for the 20222023 academic year, after outlining the Calls of the XXII General Chapter and the VII Provincial Chapter.
After the evaluation of the meeting – considered very positive
on the part of all the participants – the Eucharist of missioning was celebrated by Fr. Henry Mendoza SJ. Each of the
participants received a plant as a symbol of the life that must
be welcomed, protected, and generated through the mission
entrusted to it.
12 I OCTOBER I 2022
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NEW ZEALAND

ALMOST 185 YEARS OF MARIST PRESENCE

I

t was Marcellin Champagnat
who sent three brothers to
New Zealand 184 years ago.
Br Michel Colombon was the
first Marist brother to arrive,
and he was followed by 13
others between 1838 and
1841, including Claude-Marie
Bertrand, a second cousin
of the Founder, and Euloge
Chabany, martyred among the
Maori in 1864. In that epoque,
the brothers accompanied
Bishop Pompallier and the
Marist Fathers and worked
alongside them to establish
the Catholic faith amongst
the Maori and settlers. Years
later, a second wave of Marist
Brothers arrived in 1876 when
they established their first
school in New Zealand. After that, the Brothers took Catholic
education to broad areas across both the north and the south
islands.
Marist Life and Mission
Currently, there are 53 Marist Brothers in 11 communities in
New Zealand. Most Brothers have spent some years offshore
in Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, Kiribati, and elsewhere – wherever they
have been called to.
There are two laypeople & Brothers partnership groups who
meet regularly in Kaikohe and Lower Hutt while a mixed community exists in Christchurch.
Marist Brothers’ commitment to education, which began in
1876, grew after World War II with the opening of secondary
schools throughout the country. All Catholic Schools integrated
with the state between 1979-1984. The Marist Brothers own
four schools in Auckland including the Marist Alternative Education Centre, established in 1999 to cater for up to 20 teenagers
struggling with mainstream education.
Annual formation programmes are offered to staff and senior
student leaders. Future programmes are being developed to
support the growth within our school’s network along with
support for those ‘beyond the school gates’.
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Summary
11 Marist Brothers Communities (53 Brothers): North Island –
Kaikohe (1), Manly (1), Auckland (6), Lower Hutt (1), Palmerston
North (1), South Island – Christchurch (1).
Marist Schools: 4 Order-owned Secondary Schools, 8 charism-based diocesan Secondary Schools and 8 charism-based
Parish Primary Schools.
South Island – Diocesan
• Verdon College, Invercargill
• John Paul II High School, Greymouth
• Catholic Cathedral College, Christchurch
North Island – Diocesan
• St Peter’s College, Palmerston North
• St John’s College, Hamilton
• Campion College, Gisborne
• St Bernard’s College, Lower Hutt
• Chanel College, Masterton
Owned Schools – North Island
• Marcellin College, Auckland
• St Paul’s College, Auckland
• Sacred Heart College, Auckland
• Marist Alternative Education Learning Centre, Auckland
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SOUTHERN AFRICA

PROJECT NEW HORIZONS FOR A TRANSFORMATIVE
EDUCATIONAL MODEL ENTERS ITS FINAL YEAR

D

espite great progress in the last
few years, millions
of African children are
still denied their right to
education. To respond
to these challenges, the
Marist African Mission
Commission launched an
initiative called New Horizons, which is now sponsored also by the Institute
through the Secretariat of
Solidarity, Secretariat of
Education and Evangelization and FMSI with the
support of Misean Cara.
The project New Horizons, implemented in 21 local schools
and communities in Malawi, Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, South
Africa and Mozambique with 18.334 students, 790 teachers
and 469 school staff, aims at increasing equal access to quality
education for all children in order to promote equity, social
justice and inclusion, pursuing improvement of school in terms
of its capacity to become a place for the safeguarding and
empowerment of children.
The first phase of the Project was characterized by the 3
formative workshops in 2015-16 (New Horizons – Authentic
and Transformative Leadership for a New Africa”) and a pilot
project in Malawi (2018-19). The New Horizons II was then
launched in July 2019 in all countries that form the Marist
Province of Southern Africa. It is now beginning the last year
of that second phase. A New Horizons III may be implemented
in the next future in other countries.
Meeting of Project’s coordinators
The 3rd Project Meeting took place in Rusape, Zimbabwe, on
25th and 26th September 2022 in presence of all Country
Coordinators (Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Angola and South
Africa), the project Manager Br. Mark Omede, the Regional
Coordinator Br. Francis Jumbe, the financial officer Br. John
Bwanali and the Child Safeguarding Officer Br. Fortune Chakasara. Andrea Rossi and Marcello Romagnoli, from FMSI and
Finbar O’Brien, from Misean Cara, were also present.

The last year of the Project will now focus on reinforcing the
education system through advocacy, stakeholder engagement
and dissemination, with lesson sharing between the different
schools and countries, including at least other 10 non-Marist
schools in the 6 countries involved.
New Horizons’ challenges
In the 6 countries where the project is operating, 3 main challenges have been identified:
• Access to education marked by sharp disparities due to
unequal distribution of resources, including public funding
to socially excluded communities, low-income students
and vulnerable children (orphans, refugees, children with
disabilities) driving them into lower income generating
activities.
• Quality of education in need to be improved, lack of flexible
curricula designed to enable learners with widely varying needs to be included in the learning process – high
dropout rates and and/or poor student performances,
interpersonal-violence, including gender-based violence
• Education systems in need to be strengthened to scale up
inclusive literacy programs and address the challenges of
equity, quality, and social justice.
New Horizons educational programme: Video
New Horizons for a transformative education model: Vídeo
12 I OCTOBER I 2022
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PERMANENT FORMATION

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 4TH AND 5TH WEEK
OF THE FRANCOPHONE GROUP OF SENIORS
The Hermitage and the Marist places
that surround it are truly the “source” of
Marist life: the fact of stepping on this
“holy ground” is for us an opportunity
to walk in the footsteps of Champagnat,
and of course also to follow our first
brothers, these “wonderful companions”,
as Brother Alain Delorme reminded us.

(Anglophones and Spanish-Portuguese speakers) who are going through a
process similar to ours.
Brother Ernesto, Superior General, gave
us a review of the life of our Marist
family, of the challenges and signs of life
that are very present, inviting us to keep
a look of hope for the future, because it

However, the “heart” of Marist
life has had to move more
than once, due to the ups
and downs of political life, but
also to respond better to the
expansion of the charism throughout the world. This is how
Rome has become a “home of
light”, not only because of the
presence of the General Administration, but also because it
is a “multicultural home” where
we find a Marist “microcosm”.
We, the francophone group
of seniors, were here for two
weeks living the rhythm of
pulsating life.
We have taken advantage of
this time to delve into some
issues that affect us directly.
Because a speaker had to withdraw, we
took advantage of two days to analyse
some topics already discussed; We
also highlight the opportunity we had
to meet the other two linguistic groups

is God’s project – and not ours – that we
are called to live, as “She, who has done
everything for us”.
For his part, brother José María Soteras
invited us to experience Abraham’s

journey of faith through the first 12
chapters of Genesis, and that of Moses
and the people of Israel on their way
to the Promised Land. In recent years,
much emphasis has been placed -and
rightly so- on the place of the laity
in updating the Marist charism: Mrs.
Marta Portas came to share with us
how the Marist laity is called to respond
to this call.
Who speaks of Rome says a
bit of tourism… The brothers
had the opportunity to visit the
places that most interested.
For the group there were two
more “community” visits. The
first, two days in Assisi, to
follow in the footsteps of Saint
Francis and Saint Clare. The
second was a visit to the town
of Cerveteri where there is an
Etruscan necropolis, close to
the town and dating from the
9th century. BC. This necropolis is distinguished by its
tombs carved into the earth and
covered with a characteristic
earthen ‘dome’, called ‘tumulus’. It is interesting to note:
this civilization, with no apparent contact
with the world of the Bible, already believed in life after life… How tourism can
be a source of reflection…
Br. Gilles Hogues

Institute of the Marist Brothers General House
Piazzale Marcellino Champagnat, 2 - Rome, Italy - comunica@fms.it
Website			
http://www.champagnat.org
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/champagnatorg
Facebook		 https://www.facebook.com/fmschampagnat
Twitter			
https://twitter.com/fms_champagnat
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